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Abstract—Sepsis is a leading cause of death over the world
and septic shock, the most severe complication of sepsis,
reaches a mortality rate as high as 50%. Early diagnosis
and treatment can prevent most morbidity and mortality.
Nowadays, the increasing availability of the electronic health
records (EHRs) has generated great interests in developing
models to predict acute medical conditions such as septic shock.
However, septic shock prediction faces two major challenges
: 1) how to capture the informative progression of septic
shock in a long visit to hospital of a patient; and 2) how to
obtain reliable predictions without well-established momentby-moment ground-truth labels for septic shock.
In this work, we proposed a generic framework to predict
septic shock based on Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
model, which is capable of memorizing temporal dependencies
over a long period. The framework integrates two levels of
imperfect yet informative labels to jointly learn the discriminative patterns of septic shock: ICD-9 code as the visit-level
label and the clinical criteria designed by domain experts as the
moment-by-moment event-level label. We evaluate our method
on a real-world data extracted from an EHR system constituted
by 12,954 visits and 1,348,625 events, and compare it against
multiple baselines. The robustness of the method is validated
using three sets of clinician-proposed adjusted ground-truth
labels. Also, we explore whether the framework is effective for
the early prediction of the patients developing septic shock.
The experimental results demonstrate the superiority of our
proposed method in the task of septic shock prediction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sepsis is a life-threatening organ dysfunction caused by
a dysregulated host response to infection [26]. As a leading
cause of death in the United States, sepsis accounts for
nearly $24 billion (6.2%) of total hospital costs in 2013
[30]. Each year 1.6 million people are diagnosed with sepsis,
more than prostate cancer, breast cancer and AIDS combined
[7] [23]. Septic shock, the most severe complication of
sepsis, reaches a mortality rate as high as 50% [20] and
the annualized incidence keeps rising [6].
Prior studies have demonstrated that early diagnosis and
treatment of septic shock can decrease patients’ mortality
and length of stay significantly [18] [5] [13]. As many as
80% of sepsis deaths could be prevented with rapid diagnosis
and treatment [18]. Conversely, every hour of delay in

antibiotic treatment leads to an 8% increase in mortality for
septic shock patients [18]. There exist two major challenges
associated with sepsis/septic shock prediction: the first one
is the subtle progression of sepsis/septic shock in a long
period and the second one is the lack of well-established
definition for labeling sepsis/septic shock.
As for the first challenge, the clinical signs and symptoms
at the early stage of sepsis/septic shock are often subtle and
non-specific. For example, only minor changes are reflected
on white cell count and body temperature at the early stage
of sepsis. Moreover, infection, a hallmark of sepsis, is highly
likely to progress to other disease and hence not a specific
symptom for sepsis. Therefore, it is critical to learn about the
discriminative patterns of sepsis/septic shock and capture the
informative progression during a patient’s stay. It becomes
especially challenging when the whole stay spans over a long
time since it is difficult for most of the sequential models to
memorize so many details and persistently connect previous
information to the present without much loss.
To overcome this challenge, we model the septic shock
progression using a variant of Long-Short Term Memory
(LSTM) networks, which has shown extensive prospects in
a variety of sequential labeling applications, such as climate
changes, health-care records, traffic monitoring, etc [19]
[17] [16] [8]. Compared with other sequential models like
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), LSTM is capable of
memorizing temporal dependencies over a long period [27].
On the other hand, the electronic health records (EHRs) is
a popular research platform with increasing availability to
develop predictive models for acute medical conditions such
as septic shock. However, EHR data also poses numerous
challenges, such as they are noisy, fragmental and high
dimensional. To this end the incorporation of temporal
dependencies can assist in mitigating the impact of noise
and in learning complex relationships among features.
The second challenge stems from no gold-standard definition or criteria of labeling sepsis/septic shock at any
given time point. Due to varying purposes and expertise
levels on the disease, different decision-making systems
have certain biases on labelling sepsis/septic shock. During

each hospital visit, a patient usually takes multiple tests and
gets measurements at different time points. The assessment
for the entire visit provides a visit-level label while the
assessment for each time point provides a event-level label.
We argue that though informative, both levels of labels are
imperfect and they do not even agree for many cases.
At the visit level, septic shock patients are identified
through the so-called International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD-9) code (785.52) for billing
purpose. As billing codes, ICD-9 is only coded for limited
number of complications and dramatically different diseases
can often share the same billing code as long as they have the
same cost. Hence, ICD-9 may report false positives of septic
shock and cannot fully represent the real medical states of
patients. Indeed it has been widely argued that ICD-9 codes
cannot be used for establishing reliable gold standards for
various clinical conditions [10] [15].
At the event level, septic shock is usually determined by
clinical criteria which is generally set based on current vital
signs and lab tests, such as “hypotension” or “ongoing vasopressor therapy”. The event-level labels are often noisy since
the attributes/features involved in the criteria are not always
observable and updated at each time point. For example,
white cell count are only tested every 24 hours. Generally
in this situation the unavailable values are filled with the
ones from previous moments, which may lead to out-of-state
evaluation for patients’ states. Moreover, the values of some
attributes return to normal after patients receive a treatment,
such as vasopressor administration, resulting in a negative
event-level label even though the patient is still in septic
shock. Finally and most importantly, there exists no wellestablished clinical criteria on whether a patient is in septic
shock state at each time point.
To summarize, although visit-level labels and event-level
labels allow us to grasp certain useful information of the
disease, we cannot directly utilize them as ground truth of
septic shock. Therefore, we propose a framework to learn
the sequential patterns of septic shock by jointly leveraging
both levels of imperfect yet informative labels. Initially, the
data are labeled at both visit level (ICD-9) and at event level
(criteria defined by clinicians). In the training process, the
framework first carries out a standard supervised learning
cycle by training a LSTM model with event-level labels.
Then we apply the learned LSTM model on the training data
to calculate the probabilities that a patient is in the shock
state at any given time point (event level). With the eventlevel output, we check the consistency between the eventlevel and the visit-level information (ICD-9), and revise the
training objectives based on conditions. Then the trained
LSTM model is updated using the training data with revised
labels. The procedure is iteratively conducted until the model
converges and no changes happen for the labels of training
data. By utilizing this iterative training process, we expect
the proposed framework to explore latent true labels of septic

shock from combining two levels of noisy labels. In this way,
the proposed framework can make accurate predictions to
reflect real disease conditions.
Machine learning techniques have achieved considerable
success in predicting sepsis/septic shock by using visitlevel or event-level labels but not both. At visit level, most
prior work used ICD-9 code as ground truth and considered
the whole visit as one sample. For example, Brause et
al. [3] used neural networks to predict the critical states
of sepsis; support vector machines (SVM) was proved to
be effective at sepsis-related classification tasks [32] [28].
To truly grasp the temporal dependencies and capture the
subtle progression of septic shock, it is important to predict
at event level. Peelen et al. [24] developed a dynamic
Bayesian network (DBN) to model the progression of organ
failure, a severe state developing into septic shock. Generally
speaking, compared to works done at visit level, relatively
less work was done at the event level for predicting septic
shock, due to the fact that there is no well-established
criteria on labelling septic shock at any time point. Some
work relied on the labels manually annotated by clinicians
[21], but such labeling process is often too expensive to be
feasible for large volume of data. Therefore, we propose
to construct a general data-driven framework that leverages
multiple sources of imperfect yet informative labels.
We validate the proposed method on a real-world data
extracted from an electronic health records (EHRs) system
and compared it with multiple strong baselines. In practice
there are various ways to manually adjust the data labels
to approach ground truth, so we test the robustness of the
framework by comparing its prediction results against three
sets of ground-truth labels. Finally, we demonstrate that the
proposed framework is also effective for early prediction of
septic shock.
II. P ROBLEM D EFINITION AND DATASETS
Our dataset can be represented as X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xN }
where N is the total number of hospital visits. It is composed
of multi-variate irregular time series data in that a visit xi
consists of a sequence of events: xi = {x1i , ..., xTi i }, where
xti represents the patient’s records at time step t in xi . We
have xti ∈ RD , where D is the number of attributes/features
recorded at each event and Ti is number of events in the
visit i which varies with different visits.
For each xi , we have two levels of labels: the visit-level
label for entire xi and the event-level label for each of
{x1i , ..., xTi i } respectively. At visit level, we use ICD-9 and
thus we have Y = {y1 , y2 , ..., yN }. At event level, we have
corresponding labels yi = {yi1 , ..., yiTi } for the sequence of
events xi = {x1i , ..., xTi i } by using the following clinical
experts designed criteria:
yit = 1 (a patient is in septic shock state at a given time t
in the visit xi ) if:

Figure 1: A toy example of data and padding procedure. The dark parts are the padded events to make each visit at the
same length.

•

Persistent hypotension as shown through two consecutive readings of:
– SBP (systolic blood pressure) < 90 mmHg;
– or MAP (mean arterial pressure) < 65 mmHg;
– or SBP ≥ 40 mmHg below baseline.

• Or vasopressor administration.
Otherwise, yit = 0.
For simplicity, we omit index i hereinafter when it is clear.

A. Data Description
Our dataset consists of anonymized clinical multi-variate
time series data extracted from EHR system at Christiana
Care Health System. Each data point is a visit/episode
constituted by several events. In total there are 12,980 visits
and 1,446,225 events. Besides identifiers and description
information, each event consists of critical attributes/features
into 4 categories:
• Vital signs: systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood
pressure, mean arterial pressure, temperature, heart rate,
respiratory rate, pulse oxygen.
• Lab results: BUN, procalcitonin, platelet, creatinine, bilirubin, C-reactive protein, white blood cell
count, Bands, lactate, glasgow coma scores, glasgow best verbal response score, sedimentation rate,
antibiotic/antiviral/anti-fungal drug administration, vassopressor administration.
• Location: location type, code and description. Specifically, there are 4 types of locations, emergency department, nurse, step down and intensive care unit (ICU)
respectively.
• Oxygen: FIO2, oxygen flow, oxygen source.
Additionally, each event includes 18 culture test results.
B. Data Preprosessing
Each visit consists of irregular multi-variate time series
events with missing values and missing attributes. This
is caused by different attributes are measured at different
events. For example, vital signs are measured every 8 hours

while lab values are measured only every 24 hours. Hence
there doesn’t always exist available readings for lab results
when a new event is created for vital signs. To fill the gaps,
the values of vital signs are carried forward for 8 hours and
the values of lab results are carried forward for 24 hours,
guided by clinicians.
The number of events in a visit ranges from three to 3,464.
Among them, 99.8% visits have less than 584 events. For
the ease of computing in LSTM models, 26 visits with more
than 584 events, are excluded in our following experiments.
The remaining 12,954 visits spans a time period from three
minutes to 65 days. Additionally, we padded short sequences
with zeros so that each visit is a sequence of 584 events.
Consider a toy example of data and padding procedure in
Figure I: originally four slices of data/visits have five, seven,
nine and three events respectively and after padding, all visit
consists of nine events.
C. Data Separation and Ground-truth
Table I: The distribution of visits (events) with respect to the
agreement between visit-level label and event-level label.
Label Level
Event (+)
Event (−)

ICD-9 (+)
1, 611(277, 421)
327(48, 813)

ICD-9 (−)
1, 492(248, 737)
9, 524(773, 654)

Table I shows the distribution of visits (events) regarding
the agreement between the two levels of labels in our dataset.
The two-level labels are agreed (in shade) if: 1) for positive
samples, ICD-9 indicates a septic shock visit and there exists
at least one event in this visit meeting the shock criteria (i.e.
with positive event-level label); and 2) for negative samples,
ICD-9 shows no indication of septic shock and all events in
this visit are not labeled as shock by the event-level criteria.
In the following, the visits and events belong to these two
shaded cells are referred as agreed data. As shown in Table I,
the original data contain both agreed and disagreed samples.
While they agree on the majority of the data, there are
substantial amount of the data, about 14% of visits, the two
levels of the labels disagree. Especially, note that for all the

visits with at least one positive shock label at event level,
more than 48% are labeled as non-shock by ICD-9 code.
To evaluate our proposed framework, we need to validate
it on dataset with reliable labels. To do so, 80% of the agreed
data are selected as our test set and our training data are
selected from the remaining 20% agreed data and all the
disagreed data through stratified random sampling.
Since the labels of the test set are used for evaluating
our framework, their labels need to be highly reliable and
reasonable as ground-truth. Thus they are always adjusted
according to one of the following three ways:
• Prior6 : re-label all the events in the prior 6 hours of
any shock event as positive; or
• Post8 : re-label all the events in the following 8 hours
of any shock event as positive; or
• Between8 : re-label all events between any two shock
events as positive if their interval is less or equal to 8
hours.
For training dataset, we have the options of either adjusting the labels in the same procedure as the test data
or keeping it as it is. In the following we run separate
experiments on learning a model using training set with
original labels or with the adjusted labels. We refer to the
latter as the adjusted training set as ‘trainadj ’. By testing
on both original training set and ‘trainadj ’, we can inspect
how much LSTM could learn without manual adjustment
and whether the proposed framework can contribute more
than manual adjustment.

The cell state ct is generated by combining {ct−1 ,ht−1 }
and the information at t. Specifically, we first decide what
information should be added to the current cell state by
generating a new candidate cell state. We also generate an
input gate to filter the new added information. The gating
variables in LSTM cell, e.g input gate, are computed by a
sigmoid function with combination of xt and ht−1 , while
the candidate cell state is generated by a tanh(·) function,
as follows:

III. M ETHOD

where ⊗ denotes entry-wise product.
Finally, we generate the hidden representation by filtering
the the obtained new cell state by an output gate layer ot :

In this section, we start with the description of the traditional Long-Short Term Memory networks (LSTMs). Then
we demonstrate how to combine two levels of imperfect
labels, i.e. the visit-level labels and the event-level labels in
a unified framework to predict septic shock.
A. LSTM for sequential classification
Sequential data in real applications are often collected
over a long span of time, such as health-care records, climate
changes, traffic monitoring, etc. In our problem, the longest
visit is over two months. Therefore we utilize LSTM model
in detecting septic shock for its capacity of capturing longterm sequential patterns.
We first briefly introduce the LSTM model, which is a
variant of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). Rather than
conducting classification at each time step separately, LSTM
introduces a LSTM cell to model the transitions between
different time steps. The structure of LSTM cell is shown in
Fig. 2(a). Each LSTM cell contains a cell state ct , which
serves as a memory and controls the information flow,
added, removed or unchanged. Each LSTM cell at t also
outputs a hidden representation ht , which is a high-level
representation of information at current time step, and can
be used for classification at t.

it = σ(Whi ht−1 + Wxi xt ),
c̃t = tanh(Whc ht−1 + Wxc xt ),

(1)

where {Whi ∈ RH×H , Wxi ∈ RH×D } and {Whc , Wxc }
denote two sets of weight parameters for generating the
input gate and candidate cell state respectively. Hereinafter
we omit the bias terms as they can be absorbed into weight
matrices. Next, we create a forget gate f t using a sigmoid
function to remove information from the past:
f t = σ(Whf ht−1 + Wxf xt ),

(2)

where {Whf , Wxf } denotes the weight parameters used to
generate the forget gate layer f t .
In the way of forgetting old information from the old state
ct−1 and filtering new information from the candidate cell
state at time t, we obtain the new cell state ct as follows:
ct = f t ⊗ ct−1 + it ⊗ c̃t ,

ot = σ(Who ht−1 + Wxo xt ),
ht = ot ⊗ tanh(ct ),

(3)

(4)

where {Who , Wxo } are weight parameters that are used to
generate the output gate layer. The output gate determines
the information to output from ct to ht .
With the hidden representation ht , we produce the probability of each event t at risk of septic shock using a sigmoid
function with parameter U , as follows:
pt = σ(U ht ).

(5)

B. Learning from multi-level labels
We have two levels of labels for septic shock, ICD-9
code as visit-level label and event-level labels generated
by clinical criteria. Even though informative for septic
shock progression, both of them are imperfect and contain
false positives and false negatives. Therefore we propose
to combine two sources of labels to the learning process
of LSTM to jointly learn the sequential patterns of septic
shock.
Basically, we reinforce the learning process by revising
the provided labels with confidence. The LSTM model is

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) The structure of LSTM cell. (b) The structure of the proposed sequential classification method for early
prediction, a variant of LSTM.

firstly trained on the original event-level data. After training, the model grasps the event-level septic shock patterns
and generates the probabilities of each event at the shock
state, pti . Then the predicted output labels, ŷit , are sampled
according to pti . Note that this output is different from
original event-level labels in that it is generated by the model
according to its learned shock patterns from training data.
With the obtained event-level output probabilities, we
then check the consistency between event-level and visitlevel information. Specifically, if the visit-level label yi
and the event-level output probabilities {pti } consistently
indicate the same prediction results, i.e. shock or not, on
some visits, event-level labels on those visits would be
set accordingly to reinforce the learning objectives for the
model. More formally, in a visit which is labelled as positive
by ICD-9, if there exist m consecutive events at time steps
{tr , ..., tr + m − 1}, whose sum of the output probabilities is bigger than a predetermined threshold thr1 × m,
this visit is identified as a consistent positive visit. Then
we find the consecutive m events with largest summed
probabilities,
denoted
by {t∗r , ..., t∗r + m − 1} and set the
t∗
t∗
r
r +m−1
labels {yi , ..., yi
} as {1, ..., 1}. On the other hand,
in a visit which is labelled as negative by ICD-9, if any m
consecutive events, whose sum of the output probabilities is
less than another predetermined threshold thr2 ×m, this visit
is identified as a consistent negative visit. . Then the labels
of all the events in this visit are set to zero, i.e. {yit } = {0}.
Then the LSTM model is updated using the data with
revised labels by back-propagation algorithm. We repeat
this process until no change is made to the labels and the
model is convergent. The process of revising labels is only
conducted every epochs update iterations. The complete
learning process is summarized in Algorithm 1.
In our implementation, we set the value of m in Algorithm 1 as two, which stands for the two consecutive events.
This value is concluded from the data and confirmed by domain experts. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the longest

Algorithm 1: Learning process for proposed framework
with LSTM.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17

Input:
{x1i , x2i , ..., xTi }N
i=1 : A set of multi-variate sequences.
{yi1 , yi2 , ..., yiT }N
i=1 : Event-level labels of sequences.
{y1 , ..., yN }: Visit-level labels of sequences.
Initialize parameters;
while not converge & it++ ≤ M axIter do
for i ← 1 to N do
// In practice we use mini-batch update.
for t ← 1 to T do
Compute latent output pti by Eqs. 4 and 5;
Compute the predicted label ŷit ;
Update parameters for one iteration by
back-propagation;
if mod(it,epochs update)==0 then
for i ← 1 to N do
P r +m−1 t
if yi = 1 & ∃tr , 3 tt=t
pi > thr1 × m
r
then
P
t∗r = argmaxt pt:t+m−1
i
∗
if ∃t ∈ {tr , ...t∗r + m − 1} 3 ŷit ! = yit then
yit = 1
P r +m−1 t
if yi = 0 & ∀tr , 3 tt=t
pi < thr2 × m
r
then
if ∃t ∈ {1, ..., T } 3 ŷit ! = yit then
yit = 0

sequence of consecutive ones in non-shock and shock visits
from perspective of ICD-9 code respectively, where the
horizontal axis is the percentile and the vertical axis indicates
the length of the longest sequence of consecutive ones in a
visit. It is observed that in the non-shock visits identified by
ICD-9 code, there are less than ten percent of visits have
one shock event. Conversely, in the shock visits, roughly
80 percent of visits have at least one shock event and 70
percent of visits have at least two consecutive shock events.
In practice, clinicians usually regard a visit as positive as

long as there exists one positive event. Since the labels need
to be carefully revised, it is more conservative to associate a
positive visit with two consecutive positive events and no
consecutive positive events would more safely indicate a
negative visit.
Moreover, the framework can also be applied for early
prediction that detects the patients ‘trending septic shock’.
To be specific, we utilize the future diagnostic condition
as part of training labels for each current event in training
process. For example, we combine future event’s label y t+1
together with the current event’s label y t as the training
objectives for the current event, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
We still include y t here since we usually also care about
the current condition even in the early prediction task. In
this way the model is expected to capture the important
transitions between medical states of patients and be more
sensitive about the progression of the disease.

Figure 3: The distribution of consecutive 1’s in non-shock
and shock visits.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
This section describes our evaluations and presents our
results. First, we compare the performance of the traditional
LSTM to the LSTM integrated with our framework that can
leverage multi-level labels. Second, to explore the generality
of our proposed framework, we combine it with other
popular machine learning approaches for the task of septic
shock prediction and show that the framework reaches the
best performance when combining with LSTM. Third, to
demonstrate the robustness of the proposed framework, we
compare the prediction results of the framework with LSTM
using three different sets of ground-truth labels - Prior6 ,
Post8 , and Between8 . Finally, we conduct experiments to
test the effectiveness of the proposed method in early septic
shock prediction.
The evaluation metrics include sensitivity/recall, specificity/true negative rate (TPR), precision/positive predictive
value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), F1 score, and
area under the ROC (receiver operator characteristic) curve
(AUC) [21]. Precision, recall, F1-score and AUC are widely
used to measure the prediction performance for machine
learning approaches. In medical science domain, researchers
commonly refer to sensitivity (i.e. recall), specificity (i.e.
TPR) and PPV for the annotation performance. Therefore in
our tests, we include the metrics for both machine learning

and medical science domains. In the learning process, we
randomly take 30% of training data as validation set for
hyper-parameter tuning. As described in Section II-C, the
labels of test data are always adjusted according to one of
three ways used as ground-truth, and training set is in both
original form and adjusted with the same procedure as test
data denoted as ‘trainadj ’. For all the tests in this section, we
repeat each experiment 10 times with random initialization
and random selection of validation set and report the average
values and standard deviation for each evaluation metric.
A. Validation of Framework
The effectiveness of the proposed framework is evaluated
by comparing the performances of LSTM and LSTMf
(LSTM with the proposed framework) on both train and
trainadj . Aforementioned we have three sets of constructed
ground-truth labels. Given the space limitation, here we only
report the experimental results on Between8 , which is widely
accepted by clinicians and labelling all the events between
two shock events within the period of 8 hours as positive
events. The similar results are reflected when using the other
two types of clinical adjustments.
After running the grid search we set the number of hidden
units for LSTM is 24. Each model is trained on 200 epochs
and the labels are updated every 10 epochs (epochs update)
in our proposed framework. Furthermore, the thresholds in
Algorithm 1 are thr1 = 0.7 and thr2 = 0.5 respectively.
Table II shows the results of comparing four types of
training models on our test dataset. The four models are
learned by applying either LSTM or LSTMf on the original
train dataset or trainadj respectively. Overall, the combination of trainadj data and LSTM with framework ({trainadj ,
LSTMf }) achieves the best performance, which has the
highest values of recall, NPV, AUC and F1 score. The
other two evaluation metrics of this model, specificity and
precision, are only about 2% lower than the highest ones
reached by the model {train, LSTM}. It is noticeable that
the variation range of specificity and precision is as minor
as two percent. Conversely, the other four metrics, recall,
NPV, AUC and F1 are greatly improved. For example, sensitivity increases 61% from 0.619 ({train, LSTM}) to 0.996
({trainadj , LSTMf }) and even NPV increases 10% from
0.907 approaching to a perfect one. Also, the rank of the
models under these four evaluation metrics are consistent,
where {trainadj , LSTMf } is the best, followed by {train,
LSTMf }, {trainadj , LSTM} and {train, LSTM}.
Table II shows that {trainadj , LSTM} greatly outperforms
{train, LSTM} on several important metrics including recall,
AUC and F1 score. Such result is not surprising in that
the LSTM learns better from the training data that is more
similar to test data since both trainadj and test data are
processed with the same clinical adjustment. On the other
hand, this result also shows that LSTM indeed captures the
temporal dependencies that exist in the adjusted labels.

Table II: Performance(±standard deviation) LSTM with or without the framework.
{train, LSTM}
{trainadj , LSTM}
{train, LSTMf }
{trainadj , LSTMf }

Sensitivity/Recall

Specificity

PPV/Precision

NPV

AUC

F1

0.619(±0.018)
0.842(±0.011)
0.947(±0.015)
0.996(±0.003)

0.975(±0.011)
0.962(±0.008)
0.958(±0.011)
0.954(±0.019)

0.867(±0.018)
0.854(±0.013)
0.855(±0.016)
0.851(±0.020)

0.907(±0.012)
0.959(±0.008)
0.986(±0.011)
0.999(±0.001)

0.723(±0.014)
0.902(±0.009)
0.985(±0.019)
0.988(±0.008)

0.722(±0.015)
0.848(±0.010)
0.897(±0.014)
0.918(±0.012)

? The best number within each metric across the four models is in bold.

Table III: Performance(±standard deviation) of multiple baselines with framework.
{trainadj ,
{trainadj ,
{trainadj ,
{trainadj ,
{trainadj ,

LRf }
SVMf }
RNNf }
GRUf }
LSTMf }

Sensitivity/Recall

Specificity

PPV/Precision

NPV

AUC

F1

0.359(±0.028)
0.436(±0.011)
0.608(±0.021)
0.938(±0.015)
0.996(±0.003)

0.999(±0.001)
0.987(±0.010)
0.976(±0.013)
0.958(±0.009)
0.954(±0.019)

0.994(±0.004)
0.899(±0.021)
0.868(±0.014)
0.856(±0.012)
0.851(±0.020)

0.856(±0.012)
0.870(±0.008)
0.905(±0.011)
0.983(±0.009)
0.999(±0.001)

0.679 (±0.026)
0.712(±0.015)
0.951(±0.017)
0.982(±0.011)
0.988(±0.008)

0.527(±0.018)
0.587(±0.010)
0.715(±0.016)
0.895(±0.014)
0.918(±0.012)

? The best number within each metric across the five approaches is in bold.

Similarly, the comparison between {train, LSTMf } and
{trainadj , LSTMf } shows the latter outperforms the former. Moreover, compared with the improvement from
{train, LSTM} to {trainadj , LSTM}, relatively smaller improvement was found from {train, LSTMf } to {trainadj ,
LSTMf }. This indicates that our proposed framework is less
sensitive to the quality of the training data probably because
the proposed framework can truly learn from both levels of
informative yet imperfect labels.
Additionally, the comparison of {train, LSTM} against
{train, LSTMf }, and {trainadj , LSTM} against {trainadj ,
LSTMf } further demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework. When learning with the original training
data, recall increases 53% from 0.619 to 0.947, AUC increases 36% from 0.723 to 0.985, and F1 increases 24%
from 0.722 to 0.897. When learning with the adjusted
training data, the improvements are still considerable. For
instance, the improvements for recall, AUC and F1 are 18%,
10% and 8%, respectively.
As a brief summary, in the training process, our proposed
framework can effectively update the learning objectives
to approach the latent true labels of the data and then
achieve a better performance. By jointly extracting useful
information from two levels of labels, the model learns the
discriminative patterns of septic shock and utilizes these
patterns to automatically identify noisy labels.
B. Generality of the Proposed Framework
To explore the generality of our proposed framework,
we incorporate it with other popular machine learning
approaches for the task of septic shock prediction. Such
popular approaches include two classic approaches: Logistic
Regression (LR) and Support Vector Machine (SVM), which
are non-sequential models and are ubiquitously implemented
due to their efficiency and robustness, and two temporal
sequential models: Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and

Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs). Both LSTM and GRU are
special variants of RNN. GRU, which has gained popularity
recently, can also be treated as a simpler version of LSTM.
For SVM baseline, we adopt RBF kernel, which is justified by the optimal performance in validation set. For a fair
comparison, we set RNN and GRU to share the same model
settings with LSTM, e.g. the number of epochs and hidden
units. The performance of these methods using the proposed
framework is shown in Table III.
Table III shows that LRf obtains the best specificity and
precision while LSTMf obtains the best performance on
all the remaining four evaluation metrics. Generally, the
ordering from low performance to high performance among
these approaches is the same as the listed order in Table III.
In particular, while NPV and AUC of LR and SVM are
acceptable, their recalls are very low, under half of recall
values achieved by LSTMf . As a result, their F1 scores
are too low to be accepted for the detection task (as it is
not allowed to miss too many true alarms of septic shock).
This is largely because LR and SVM cannot capture the
septic shock progression because both models do not take
account of the temporal dependencies among the sequential
events. On the other hand, the improvements made by GRU
and LSTM over RNN demonstrate that incorporating the
long-memory structure in the model greatly helps capture
the underlying patterns of septic shock. Finally, the results
of GRU and LSTM are very close with each other.
To summarize, sequential models are more appropriate
for septic shock prediction since they are considering the
sequential dependencies among the events, which is extremely useful for reasoning the development of septic
shock. Compared with traditional RNN, GRU and LSTM
are more preferable since they are capable of handling longterm dependencies and persistently keep the important longterm underlying patterns for future reference, e.g., the septic
shock usually persists for a period.

Table IV: Performance(±standard deviation) of the framework on test data with different ground-truth labels.
Method
LSTMf ,

{trainadj ,
Prior6 }
{trainadj , LSTMf , Post8 }
{trainadj , LSTMf , Between8 }

Sensitivity/Recall

Specificity

PPV/Precision

NPV

AUC

F1

0.999(±0.001)
0.999(±0.001)
0.996(±0.003)

0.967(±0.012)
0.958(±0.014)
0.954(±0.019)

0.926(±0.021)
0.882(±0.022)
0.851(±0.020)

0.999(±0.001)
1.000(±0.000)
0.999(±0.001)

0.990(±0.004)
0.989(±0.009)
0.988(±0.008)

0.961(±0.013)
0.937(±0.011)
0.918(±0.012)

C. Validation Using Different Ground-truth Labels
In practice it is very hard to collect and confirm the ground
truth of septic shock. There exist multiple reasonable ways
to adjust labels to approach the ground-truth, which usually
generate different ground-truth sets. Here we implement our
proposed framework on three different sets of ground-truth
labels to testify its robustness. The three ground-truth labels
of the test data are produced by following the consultation
of clinicians to adjust the labels as described in section II-C,
which are Prior6 , Post8 and Between8 .
Since the settings {trainadj , LSTMf } lead to the best
performance according to Table II, in this section we focus
on using LSTMf and measure its performance with three
different types of adjusted labels for both training labels
and test labels. The results of the proposed framework on
three groups of ground-truth labels are listed in Table IV. It
can be observed that our proposed LSTMf works well on
all three types of clinical adjustment. More specifically, the
values of recall, specificity, NPV and AUC of the Prior6 and
Post8 are as good as those of Between8 . On the other hand,
these two groups achieves even higher precision and F1
score than Between8 . Among three groups, the adjustment on
Between8 is most conservative since it labels positive events
only when two positive events happen within eight hours.
The results confirm that on all three groups of ground-truth
labels, our proposed framework can timely and effectively
learn the progression of septic shock and also discover latent
true labels even from imperfect labels.
D. Early Prediction
In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the
proposed framework for early prediction, i.e. to detect the
patients who are developing septic shock in advance.
In our implementation, we utilize the future diagnostic
condition as part of training labels for each current event in
training process, as described in Section III-B. Specifically,
we shift labels of prospective events to present events and
combine with the label of the current event. For example,
if we wish to predict η events in advance, the original label
of a event y t is changed to {y t , y t+η }. Training data and
testing data are processed with the same shifting procedure
and then used for training and evaluating LSTMf .
For early prediction, it is extremely important to capture
the positive class, such as the label pair of {0, 1} and
{1, 1}. Our data is heavily skewed with large volume of
{0, 0}, which accounts for more than 60% of the data. To

fairly reflect the performance of our framework on septic
shock detection, we keep all positive events and randomly
sample similar amount of negative events. Here we show
the performance using F1 and AUC, as F1 score computes
a balanced measure for positive class, and AUC reflects the
relationship between false positives and true positives.
In this part we conduct experiments on the model of
adjusted training data and ground-truth data (Between8 )
for cases either with or without the proposed framework.
We track the performance of each method from one-event
early up to 19-event early. In particular, the performance
is recorded every time before 10-event early and after that
the performance is recorded every three-event early. The
variation of the two metrics with shifting labels are shown in
Figure 4. Note that the starting point ‘0’ stands for general
prediction of current event without any shifting processes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Variation of AUC of the framework with
shifting labels (b) Variation of F1 score of the framework
with shifting labels.
Overall, LSTMf is always better than the traditional
LSTM, and both models have their performance gradually
degraded when predicting future event labels. However, the
integration of the framework can mitigate the declining
trends. It is obvious LSTMf is more stable and decreases
much slower in terms of both AUC and F1 metrics. While
the mapping relation from features to prospective labels is
difficult to learn, the temporal progression patterns can still
be helpful for a reasonable prediction. By inferring true
labels using our proposed framework, the LSTM model is
more likely to capture the temporal septic shock progression
using the revised event-level labels. When implemented
without using the proposed framework, AUC of LSTM drops
from 0.767 to 0.534 and F1 score is from 0.817 to 0.720. It
is worth noticing that the AUC of LSTM quickly shrinks to
around 0.550, as well as a clear and faster declining trend
in F1. The results indicate that the proposed framework can
effectively and stably detect septic shock at an early stage
with high performance.

V. R ELATED W ORKS
This literature review provides the related works to the
proposed interdisciplinary research between machine learning and health informatics. Here we will also cover multiple
sepsis stages, e.g. sepsis, severe sepsis and septic shock.
There exist plenty of general-purpose illness severity
scoring systems to access illness severity and risk of death
among septic patients, such as Modified Early Warning
Score (MEWS), Simple Clinical Score (SCS), mortality
in emergency department sepsis (MEDS), rapid emergency
medicine score (REMS), the Acute Physiology and Chronic
Health Evaluation (APACHE II), Simplified Acute Physiology Score (SAPS II) [9] [1] . Even though these scores have
been validated to be useful for general deterioration and mortality, they are not specific for sepsis and cannot distinguish
patients at highest risk of developing an acute condition
with high sensitivity and specificity [13]. In specific, the
AUC of SCS and REMS, which are concluded as the most
appropriate clinical scores to predict the mortality of patients
with sepsis, are 0.76-0.79 and 0.74-0.79 respectively.
Prior studies have shown that early diagnosis and treatment of septic shock can decrease patients mortality and
length of stay significantly [18] [5] [13]. This stimulates the
development of automating tools, e.g. early warning systems,
track and trigger initiatives, and listening applications [14]
[22] [31] , which enables a timely therapy for patients.
Although these tools can successfully detect patients who
are experiencing septic shock, they are not able to predict if
patients are at greatest risk of developing septic shock.
Most recent studies have concentrated on early prediction
of septic shock with the increasing popularity of EHR data
[10] [29] [12] . Machine learning techniques are widely
applied to construct predictive models by routine measurements [11] . For e.g., a septic shock early warning system
(EWS) is developed using multivariate logistic regression
to predict septic shock one hour prior to onset, and they
achieved an AUC of 0.940, a sensitivity of 0.85 and a
PPV of 0.70 [25]. A targeted real-time early warning score
(TREWScore) is fit in a Cox proportional hazards model and
reports an AUC of 0.83, specificity of 0.85 and sensitivity of
0.74 [13]. Peelen et al. [24] developed a dynamic Bayesian
network to model the progression of organ failure, which
reaches an AUC of 0.911 24-hour after admission and 0.944
using the training data of first three-hour. Additionally, SVM
has proven to be effective at sepsis-related classification
tasks [32] [28]. but there exists no quantification in terms of
time on how early of the prediction.
LSTM has shown extensive prospects in a variety of
sequential labeling applications, such as climate changes,
health-care records, traffic monitoring, etc [19] [17] [16] [8].
Originally, neural networks have been applied to medical
problems for more than 20 years [2] [3] [34]. In particular
LSTM has been implemented for general diagnose termed

as phenotyping [19] [8]. RNN, the archetype LSTM inherits
from, has been applied to the field of medical care such
as physiologic signals and prediction problems in genomics
[33].To our best knowledge there is no work on specifically
applying LSTM to the task of sepsis prediction.
For the learning process, prior works only employ onelevel label. Some studies take the intersection of ICD-9
code and event-level criteria to select positive and negative
cases, e.g., septic shock patients are identified by ICD-9
code and the need for vasopressors within 24 hours of ICU
transfer [29]. A popular but non-specific indicator, Systemic
Inflammatory Response Syndrome (SIRS), together with
ICD-9 are used to screen sepsis cases [4]. However, none
of them combine two levels of labels to jointly learn the
patterns of septic shock.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a framework to combine two
unreliable sources of labels, visit-level label and event-level
label to reliably predict septic shock on a real-world EHR
dataset. The framework is implemented on a variant of
LSTM model to capture the temporal progression of septic
shock during a long visit. The experimental results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed framework and the
effectiveness of LSTM compared with multiple baselines.
Its robustness is also validated on the test data with three
different ground-truth labels. Besides, the proposed method
can not only detect patients in the shock state, but also stably
predict patients who are trending septic shock.
Here we investigate our future works in two aspects. First,
we will quantify the effectiveness of early prediction in terms
of concrete time measure, thus to better assist clinicians in
making decisions. Second, we will collaborate with Mayo
Clinic and implement the proposed method on larger EHR
datasets, which can better validate the general performance
of the proposed method.
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